
Run no:-1527, 25 May 2011  AGM 2011  

Hare:- Weedeater and No Meat 

Location:- Koh Kret 

Scribe:- No Good Boyo 

I was only saying to Bruised Willy the other day, that Nonthaburi is the place to live if you don’t 

work in town and don’t like spending B70k per month on a condo. You can also get out and run and 

bike without calling a taxi and travelling for an hour. Which brings me to the AGM run at Koh Kret, 

probably the fourth run in the Non’ area in the last two months, with two more to come that I know 

of.  For me – great. For others who work in town and have to get out here – depending on the time, 

sometimes grim.  So arriving late were Dunking Donut, Bullet and Pussy Virus. With a group of us 

including Cenghis, Tickler, Teerachai, Vichai Senator arrived on the same ferry right on 

time.Dunkin Donut only had to come from Impact Arena, Muang Thong Thani, a distance of 3km 

where he was displaying his pasties, pastries and pies but he took the wrong option on Chaeng 

Wattana instead of Tivanon Rd and missed most of the run. Bullet apparently pulled away on the ferry 

to see Pussy Virus arriving seconds too late for the boat. They both did the run of sorts, but never saw 

each other again until the end! 

A good crowd was sent off by the Hares from the restaurant. The alleyways preventing running for a 

while and then we were all off on a jog. ‘Off paper’ came the call and some went forward, others 

milled around and others went back.  4×2 and I were standing there smiling at auntie Noi who was 

selling peanuts and things. Being curious I picked up her basket to look at its contents and lo and 

beheavens there was revealed a U-turn chalk mark, covered up all the time!!  So thanks to auntie Noi, 

we all eventually ran back from where we came and the hares looked perplexed and wondered where 

we had been all the time! Then we got into bridge country. I guess Tickler backed away to do an 

alternative run at this point.  I slid onto the first plank to snap the bamboo balancing pole but leaving 

the plank in place.  Then there was a lovely sign which we passed advertising AGRO 

TOURISM, immediately picked up by the Brits, Maverick and 4×2 who speculated aloud on titles 

like… 

“Hey bastard! Come and visit my home stay and I’ll give you a shit time”  and 

“YOU YOU Farang pig , have I got a great deal for you, you effing aresehole”  or 

“Hey C…t come and visit Fawlty Towers, we guarantee that you’ll have an awful time and we’ll beat 

the shit out of your kids too if you complain” 

And things like that!!  Such was the hilarity at the thought of this sign we completely ignored Cenghis 

who was in fact – for once in his long hashing life – ON TRAIL!! 

I found myself in front of the pack after a U-turn. I arrived at a check at the end of a field furrowed 

with water breaks.  I just could not get around onto the next island where we could see the bloody 

paper!  Good old macho Heath Norris asks whether he should he attempt the gap, to which I replied 

YES OF COURSE.  Brilliant!!  Bloody brilliant!! Up to his neck in deep dark khlong water he had to 

swim a couple of strokes to make it to the other side!!!  Nice entrapment hares!! 

Then it was retracing our steps, now being at the back of the pack, to cross over way back from where 

we came.  A lovely long tree trunk persuaded some refusals, but Joylide just skipped across which 

encouraged me to follow.  Trouble is she didn’t get off the end of the log she came back towards the 

middle with a balancing pole.  It was close, but we could have lost two hashers in that murky water at 

least a metre away beneath the log. Imagine the headlines: Joylide and No good Boyo gone to rest at 

the bottom of a khlong in Koh Kret!! Romantic somehow and worth penning words to a tune? 



At this time the daily storm was gathering at the same time as it has up here for the last week, so I 

hurried into the bush, smacking my skull on an immovable tree. Teerachai was behind, but I didn’t 

want to show my pain, being a macho male and carried on screaming inwardly.Makin 

Bacon appeared in front of me, which is a surprise as on a straight run she is a lot faster than this old 

fart, but she picked her way over the myriad stays of wires that were strung exactly at ankle length.  I 

then heard a crash and a muffled curse behind me, turned and saw Bimbo flat on his face muttering 

into the grass. 

ABB appeared behind me, but not desperate to pass as he normally is. I think the hash flash position is 

taken seriously!  Good.  Handjob andWhining Wino appear on the concrete walkway, and at a nice 

U-turn we swerved left to begin our loop back to the restaurant.  We passed through someone’s lounge 

but that didn’t matter because they were all watching the latest ‘lakorn’ or Thai soap on Thai CH3 

oblivious to us passing. For you ‘lakorn’ lovers who know, a note: Reaya RIP darling, I loved you 

even if millions of Thais didn’t!! 

Then we ran through their lovely garden and opened their magnificent teak doors to get out onto the 

public path again.  We were off paper now, but it didn’t matter. Through the Wat and a quick sprint 

home with Som, Heath, ABB and Hank. 

Now it was PISSING down. Sweetie who had keeled over earlier in the week came in ashen faced 30 

minutes after us, then in comes Bulletand Pussy Virus, who had been circulating separately around 

the island directionless with the chalk now all washed away!! 

We had three barrels of beer to drink and canapes from Dunkin. I must make a note of thanks for the 

ladies (Kim, Malinee, Crash, Somand the rest) who organised and distributed the beers. Also thanks 

toDunkin for the snacks and the Hares for bringing this all together. But the night wasn’t yet at a 

close, as the rain subsided Bullet and our now new man-GM told me about the time a long time ago, 

when they nearly bought the restaurant in which we were standing for B3M. But very fitting I thought 

to have the founder back in as the GM of the renamed Wednesday Hash whose new committee was 

announced. 

The Hares and other concerned motorists left a little before the rest of us concerned that their cars 

would be locked in the Wat as they were the last time they were here.  And so it happened again!!  I 

feel sorry for the Monk who had to be awakened from his Pali dreams to open the gate at 9.15pm and 

return to his bare bunk in time for a bit of shut-eye before waking again at 4am. I guess the word that 

came to his mind was ‘heathens’!! 

On On 

NGB 

 


